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Abstract: Island operation of a microgrid increases operation survivability and reliability when there
is a large accident in a main grid. However, because a microgrid typically has limited generation
capability, a microgrid operator (MGO) has to take the risk of island operation into account in
its market participation and generation scheduling to ensure efficient operation. In this paper,
a microgrid islanding event is interpreted as a trade suspension of a contract, and a set of islanding
rules is presented in the form of a market rule. The risk of island operation is evaluated by modeling
the microgrid islanding stochastically using an islanding probability function, which is defined
in the form of a conditional probability to reflect the influence of outside conditions. An optimal
bidding strategy is obtained for the MGO by formulating and solving an optimization problem to
minimize the expected operating cost. The effectiveness of the proposed method was investigated
by numerical simulations in which the proposed method and two other methods were applied to
the same microgrid. Numerical sensitivity analyses of the coefficients of the islanding probability
function were conducted to determine how an MGO copes with changes in outside conditions.

Keywords: conditional probability; microgrid operator (MGO); microgrid islanding; operating cost;
stochastic modeling

1. Introduction

Microgrids are entities in medium- and low-voltage distribution networks that consist of small
subsystems such as generators, loads, and energy storage systems. An entity called a microgrid
operator (MGO) controls these distributed resources and makes decisions in the electricity market [1–3].
Normally, an MGO tries to maintain its connection to the main grid to obtain economic benefits from the
market and to utilize ancillary services such as frequency control that are provided by the independent
system operator (ISO). However, if a large accident occurs in the main grid, an MGO could cut its
connection to the main grid and operate in islanded mode to protect its systems [4,5]. During island
operation, the MGO must meet the demand by itself while simultaneously maintaining the system
reliability. Because island operation of a microgrid is quite distinct from traditional power system
operation, many studies on microgrid islanding have been conducted.

Microgrid stability analysis during the islanding process has been studied previously [6–8],
in which the system modeling and control strategy of a microgrid was investigated. In [9,10],
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various control schemes for distributed generators were studied to determine how best to synchronize
the frequency and voltage of an islanded microgrid with that of the main grid during the reconnection
process. Generation scheduling of a microgrid in the case of an unexpected islanding event has also
been studied [11–13].

In many previous studies [4–13], it was commonly assumed that microgrid islanding is a protective
action that is intentionally taken by an individual MGO to ensure the reliability of its electricity supply.
In contrast, [14] proposed a different perspective on microgrid island operation, which can be treated as
load shedding by the ISO undertaken to ensure that the system operates stably. From this perspective,
microgrids are viewed as a type of distribution network that can be isolated from the main grid by the
ISO if they affect the system stability adversely. Microgrid islanding is thus associated with the system
reserve operation in [14], and a probabilistic analysis approach was proposed that enables the MGO to
consider uncertain islanding at the operational level; e.g., unit commitment and economic dispatch.
However, the approach proposed in [14] has a practical limitation in that microgrid islanding only
occurs according to a simple rule in the market: “A breach of contract unconditionally triggers an
islanding event”.

The research work described in this paper was an extension of [14] and focused on realistic
triggering situations for microgrid islanding in terms of not only a market contract but also grid
conditions. Various causes of microgrid islanding were translated and added to the set of islanding
rules presented in [14]. Given the inherent unpredictability of grid conditions, microgrid islanding
events were modeled as stochastic events, and a probabilistic analysis was conducted using a
conditional probability function to evaluate the islanding risk. An MGO’s risk hedging strategy for
minimizing the expected daily operating cost of a microgrid was then formulated as an optimization
problem, to determine the optimal amount of reserve band bid.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief review of [14] is presented.
Section 3 introduces a new set of microgrid islanding rules in the form of market rules. The results
of a probabilistic and quantitative analysis of microgrid islanding risks are presented in Section 4.
The results of an investigation of an MGO’s operation strategy based on these analysis results and
conducted using numerical simulations are presented in Section 5. Finally, a discussion of the results
and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Microgrid Islanding Limited to Market Operation

Market participants, such as wind generators, whose generation output is difficult to forecast
have recently increased in number. This increased uncertainty burdens an ISO with reserve operations
more so than in the past [15–17]. Several electricity markets have attempted to impose penalty costs
on participants when their actual consumption/generation was outside a specified range around
the energy bid [18–21]. For example, in [21], a participant whose actual consumption/generation
was outside the range of 95%–105% of its energy bid received a price penalty of 25%. Ilic et al. [22]
proposed a new market structure, called a power-exchange-for-frequency-control (PXFC) market,
to describe this type of system. In a PXFC market, each participant is expected to submit both an
energy bid and a reserve band bid, and the latter is the criterion for imposing a penalty cost on its
large uncertainty. In other words, the PXFC structure is postulated on the existence of smart and active
market participants who can take on some role in the system reserve operation. Therefore, a PXFC
market is regarded as a suitable market environment for microgrid operation and is used to describe
the reserve market in [14].

In addition, reference [14] proposed a microgrid islanding rule in the form of a PXFC market rule,
and microgrid islanding was regarded as another type of penalty that the market imposes on large
uncertainty. Under this assumption, an MGO must accept its island operation when it breaches the
reserve band bid. To evaluate the penalty associated with microgrid islanding, microgrid islanding
was modeled as a binomial event between two states in [14]: grid-connected and islanded states.
The probability of triggering an islanding event, pij, is determined by the purchased reserve band and
the microgrid uncertainty model as follows:
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pij =
w −BDi

−∞
f∆ij · d∆ij +

w ∞

BDi
f∆ij · d∆ij. (1)

Because the probability in Equation (1) depends on the reserve band bid, an MGO can minimize
its operating cost by strategically purchasing the band from the market, as expressed below:

min
BD

CTOT (2)

According to [14], the microgrid islanding risk can be analyzed by defining a new index microgrid
islanding probability (MIP), or k, which reflects the probability of being in the islanded state during
a given period of time. Utilizing MIP, CTOT can be represented in the form of a probabilistic linear
combination of CG and CI as follows:

CTOT = (1− k(BD))T ·CG(BD) + kT(BD) ·CI

=
Nstg

∑
i=1

[{1− ki(BD)} · CGi(BDi) + ki(BD) · CIi]
(3)

The MIP k given by Equation (3) enables MGOs to evaluate the risk of an islanding event at the
operation or planning level.

3. New Microgrid Islanding Rules, Including the Grid Condition

Unplanned islanding will interrupt the electricity trade of a microgrid, if the microgrid participates
in an electricity market and makes a contract. In this situation, a market rule about the contract
breach caused by microgrid islanding is necessary for protecting the rights and interests of market
participants. In order to enact a market rule about microgrid islanding, the cause and responsibility
for the occurrence of islanding should be initially analyzed. To this end, the observance of a market
contract was selected as a criterion of an islanding occurrence in [14]. However, this method may
too often trigger the island operation of microgrids, thereby possibly rendering the system operation
unstable or inefficient. Furthermore, the market rule in [14] is incomplete in terms of describing the
whole microgrid operation. This is because it does not include the islanding events as a protective
action, which is a prime reason for utilizing the microgrid technology. Considering the above points,
microgrid islanding rules must consider the operating condition of the grid as well as the market
contract for real-world practical application. The following new set of microgrid islanding rules was
proposed in this study.

• Rule I: The ISO can disconnect any microgrid whose actual consumption/generation is outside
the contracted reserve band from the energy bid, if it is necessary to do so for system
frequency regulation.

• Rule II: If an MGO violates its reserve band contract but does not get disconnected, it must pay a
penalty for the violation.

• Rule III: If a disturbance occurs in the grid, an ISO/MGO can impose/adopt island operation as
a protective action.

• Rule IV: If islanding occurs during a given step of a stage, it lasts for the duration of the remaining
steps of that stage, as well as the next stage, after which the microgrid attempts to reconnect to
the main grid.

• Rule V: A reconnection attempt by an islanded microgrid can fail. In the case of failure, the MGO
can attempt to reconnect again during the next stage.

• Rule VI: When either an ISO or MGO make a decision concerning islanding, both entities
individually cover the loss from trade suspension due to the islanding.

In Rule VI and V, the step and the stage represent time units for the imbalance settlement/islanding
occurrence and the contract in the PXFC market, respectively. For example, if a contract in the energy
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market is on an hourly basis and the imbalance settlement is carried out every 15 min, a day consists
of 24 stages and each stage consists of 4 steps.

According to Rule I, an islanding event may or may not occur even if an MGO violates its reserve
band contract. In other words, Rule I shows that an MGO’s breach of the band contract is a soft
condition of the occurrence of an islanding event, whereas it was a hard condition in [14]. This is
much more realistic, considering that the effect on the system operation from an imbalance generated
by a microgrid varies with the system status. For example, assume that the ISO imposes an island
operation on a microgrid that violates the band contract when the system frequency is stable. In this
case, the islanding event could be an unintentional disturbance caused by the ISO itself and could
adversely affect the system stability. The ISO thus must consider not only the contract observance
of a particular microgrid, but also the condition of the entire system for operating the system stably
and reliably. However, if Rule I existed alone, some optimistic or selfish MGOs could purchase
smaller reserve bands from the market than the imbalances that they actually generate. To address
this problem, Rule II was created to impose a penalty cost on an MGO that violates the contract but is
still connected to the main grid. Therefore, an MGO must purchase its reserve band capacity from the
market, taking into consideration the risks of both island operation and penalty payments. Rule III
represents another type of microgrid islanding caused by disturbance in the system. This islanding
action can be taken by an MGO or ISO to protect the reliability of its operation [4,5], and this can occur
at any time, regardless of the contract violation. Many accidents, such as an overflow due to a line
fault in the network or a shortage of the system reserve due to a sudden demand increase, can trigger
these types of microgrid islanding.

Rule IV specifies the minimum duration of an island operation in the same manner as in [14].
The minimum duration can be determined by market regulation and physical constraints [23,24].
During this time period, the MGO controls the frequency and voltage in the microgrid and prepares
for reconnection to the main grid. This reconnection could end in failure without sufficient
synchronization [9,10]. Because a reconnection failure affects the duration of the island operation,
synchronization and reconnection of the microgrid need to be considered in evaluating the risk
of islanding and in subsequently calculating the expected operating cost. Thus, the possibility of
reconnection failure is specified in Rule V. Rule VI prescribes the responsibility between the MGO
and ISO concerning trade suspension of electricity as a result of islanding. This type of responsibility
rule, which defines the indemnification for a breach of the contract, is necessary for all types of future
trading and varies from one contract to another [25–27]. Therefore, this paper proposes Rule VI as a
simple example of an indemnification rule that requires that the ISO and MGOs handle their respective
losses due to islanding.

4. Optimal Operation Strategy by MGO

4.1. Defining the Cost Functions

Prior to establishing its operation strategy, an MGO has to define its operating cost functions.
The MGO’s operating cost in grid-connected mode can be defined as shown below:

CGi = RGi (BDi) + EGi (4)

The reserve supply cost term RGi consists of the band purchase cost and the imbalance penalty
cost imposed according to Rule II; i.e.,

RGi = λBD
i · BDi + ∑

j
PGij (5)

The imbalance penalty cost PGij is determined according to a prearranged mutual agreement
among the market participants. The penalty cost function was defined in this study as the product of
the penalty price and the band violation capacity, as shown below [21].
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PGij =

{
λPG

i ·
∣∣∆ij − BDi

∣∣ if
∣∣∆ij

∣∣ > BDi
0 otherwise

(6)

Similarly, an MGO’s operating cost in the islanded mode is expressed as follows:

CIi = RIi + EIi (7)

The reconnection cost RIi represents the total cost that the MGO has to pay during the island
operation, except for the energy supply costs, which consist of the control cost for stabilization and
reconnection, the wear cost associated with switching, etc. The values of the energy supply cost terms
EGi and EIi in Equations (4) and (7) are determined using a procedure similar to the economic dispatch.
An MGO can also arrive at its energy bidding (Pext

i ) and generation schedule (PG,int
i and PI,int

i ) by
solving the following sub-optimization problems:

EGi = min
(PG,int

i , Pext
i )

[
Gi(PG,int

i ) + Mi(Pext
i )

]
(8)

EIi = min
(PI,int

i , PLS
i )

[
Gi(PI,int

i ) + LSi(PLS
i )
]

(9)

where the sum of PG,int
i and Pext

i , as well as the sum of PI,int
i and PLS

i , should be equal to the forecasted
demand for the microgrid, Di. Assuming that load shedding does not occur in the grid-connected
mode (i.e., assuming that the price of load shedding is much higher than the price of other generation
resources), the load shedding cost term LSi is not considered in Equation (8).

4.2. Microgrid Islanding Model

Islanding Rules I and III in Section 3 generalize the triggering conditions for microgrid islanding.
Because this generalized island operation can be affected by both the reserve band contract and
the system condition, the triggering condition expressed by Equation (1) is not sufficient in this
case. To resolve this problem, a conditional probability function, gij, which represents the islanding
occurrence probability according to ∆ij, was newly defined in this study. An MGO can formulate the
triggering condition using this conditional probability function, expressed as shown below:

pij =
w ∞

−∞

{
gij
(
∆ij, BDi

)
· f∆ij

(
∆ij
)}

d∆ij (10)

gij = Pr
(
A
∣∣∆ij

)
(11)

where A in Equation (11) is a set of islanding events; gij is a function of ∆ij and BDi, which are the basic
variables of reserve operation in the PXFC market environment; and gij reflects the system conditions
that can affect microgrid islanding, which may be various types of functions, depending on the grid
condition. In general, the value of gij is close to zero when ∆ij is smaller than or similar to BDi, and it
increases as ∆ij increases. The following sigmoid-type function is an example of gij:

gij = C + (1−C) ·
[
1 + e−a·(|∆ij |−b·BDi)

]−1
(12)

where a, b, and C are constant coefficients and can represent the grid condition. For example, two
coefficients a and b may indirectly reflect the remains of spinning reserve or ISO’s load shedding
operation scheme, and C can represent the line fault probability. The dashed line in Figure 1 is an
example of Equation (12). This figure shows that an islanding event occurs stochastically even if an
MGO violates its reserve band contract, and the occurrence probability increases as the imbalance
generated by the MGO increases. A comparison of Equations (1) and (10) shows that the shape of
the conditional probability function gij in Equation (1) can be derived as the solid line in Figure 1.
This quantum-well-shaped probability function is consistent with the fact that, according to [14],
an islanding event occurs unconditionally when an MGO violates its reserve band contract.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the conditional probability functions proposed in [14] and this paper.

The microgrid islanding model of Equation (10) with the conditional probability function clarifies
the triggering condition for an islanding event and plays a key role in quantitative analysis of the
calculated MIP. In other words, proper modeling of gij is essential to evaluate the risk of island
operation. However, the main subject of this paper is to present an optimal operation strategy for a
microgrid, taking into consideration the stochastic island operation. Therefore, it is assumed that the
islanding model gij is given to the MGO as the demand uncertainty model f∆ij is given.

4.3. Formulating the Objective Function and MIP

The MIP value of the ith stage, ki, is the ratio of the expected number of steps in which the
islanded state is maintained in the ith stage to the total number of steps in that stage. The expression of
ki can be derived by examining the form of the expected incurred cost during the ith stage. To obtain
this form, two cases are considered at the beginning of the ith stage: Xi,0+ = 0 (grid-connected) and
Xi,0+ = 1 (islanded).

For the grid-connected mode (Xi,0+ = 0), the state may persist until the end of the ith stage
with no islanding event (Case G1), or the state may transfer during the stage with an islanding event
(Case G2). The expected cost of Case G1 can be calculated as follows:

CG1
i =

w

∆i
CGi ·

Nstp

∏
j=1

(
1− gij

)
· f∆i
· d∆i (13)

The pi-product of 1− gij in the integration indicates that no islanding event is triggered during
the stage. CGi corresponds to the operating cost in that case. For Case G2, if an islanding event occurs
during the jth step of the ith stage, the expected cost can be calculated as follows:

CG2
ij =

w

∆ij

(
CGij + CIij

)
·
{

j−1

∏
m=1

(
1− gij

)
· gij

}
· f∆ij

· d∆ij (14)

The sum CGij + CIij corresponds to the incurred cost during the stage, and its components can be
calculated as follows.

CGij =

(
j− 1
Nstp

)
·
(

EGi + λBD
i · BDi

)
+

j−1

∑
k=1

PGik (15)
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CIij =

(
Nstp − j + 1

Nstp

)
· (CIi) (16)

where CGij is the operating cost before the islanding event occurs, and CIij is the operating cost after
the islanding event occurs. The pi-product in Equation (14) represents the event-triggering probability
of Case G2. Because an islanding event may occur during any step in the ith stage, the total expected
cost of Case G2 can be represented as the summation of Equation (14):

CG2
i =

Nstp

∑
j=1

CG2
ij (17)

For the islanded mode (Xi,0+ = 1), the calculation of the expected cost must reflect the situation
in which the islanded microgrid attempts to synchronize and reconnect with the main grid during
the ith stage. Because this trial results in success or failure (Case I1/I2), the expected values of the
operating costs for these two cases are represented as follows:

CI1
i = CIi · αi (18)

CI2
i = CIi · (1− αi) (19)

where αi in Equations (18) and (19) indicates the success probability of reconnection in the ith stage.
As mentioned in Section 3, this probability depends on the grid condition and the synchronization
capability of the MGO. Assuming that the synchronization error is a function of the time that is used
for synchronizing, αi can be represented as shown below:

αi = J (i− s) (20)

where index i and s represent the reconnection attempt stage and the islanding trigger stage,
respectively. The value of αi will be different, even if two identical microgrids tried to reconnect
to the main grid at the same time, if the duration of island operation was different for the two
microgrids. For example, if the success probability is inversely proportional to the synchronization
time, or i− s, the following can serve as a possible reconnection attempt model.

αi = J (i− s) =


0.6 if i− s = 1
0.8 if i− s = 2
1.0 if i− s ≥ 3 = Nα

(21)

The number in the probability step, Nα, which has a value of 3 in Equation (21), can also be a part
of this reconnection model. This means that this MGO is able to recover its grid connection in less than
Nα stages.

Consequently, the expected value of the overall operating cost for all stages is given by
the following:

CTOT =
Nstg

∑
i=1

[{
Pr (Xi,0+ = 0) ·

(
CG1

i + CG2
i

)}
+
{

Pr (Xi,0+ = 1) ·
(

CI1
i + CI2

i

)}]
(22)

The MIP formulation can be derived by comparing Equation (22) to Equation (3).
After substituting Equations (13) and (17)–(19) into each CX

i in Equation (22), and after some
arrangement, MIP ki can be expressed as follows:

ki = Pr(Xi,0+ = 0)×
Nstp

∑
j=1

[(
Nstp − j + 1

Nstp

)
· Pi,j

no_event

]
+ Pr(Xi,0+ = 1)× 1 (23)

Pi,j
no_event =

w

∆i

j

∏
m=1
{1− gim} · f∆i

· d∆i (24)
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According to Rules III and IV, Pr(Xi,0+ = 0) and Pr(Xi,0+ = 1) in Equation (23) can be represented
by the following recurrence equation:

Pr (Xi,0+ = 0) =
[
Pr (Xi−1,0+ = 0) · Pi−1,Nstp

no_event

]
+

Nα

∑
k=1

[
Pr
(

Xi−(k+1),0+ = 0
)
· Pi−(k+1)

event ·
{

k
∏
l=2

(1− αi−l) · αi−1

}] (25)

Pi−(k+1)
event =

{
1−

w

∆i−(k+1)

Nstp

∏
j=1

{
1− gi−(k+1),j

}
· f∆i−(k+1)

· d∆i−(k+1)

}
(26)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (25) represents the situation in which there is no
islanding event during the (i − 1)th stage, as in Equation (13), and Xi−1,0+ = 0 is maintained until the
beginning of the ith stage. The second term represents all of the situations in which the MGO recovers
from the islanded state during the (i − 1)th stage and can start the ith stage in a grid-connected state.
The summation in the second term indicates that a microgrid starts in the grid-connected state at the
beginning of the (i – k + 1)th stage. This microgrid enters the islanded state during this stage and
recovers its grid connection after k reconnection attempts.

5. Numerical Simulations

5.1. Simulation Settings

In the simulations, a day consisted of 24 stages, and each stage consisted of four steps. In other
words, a contract in the energy market is on an hourly basis, and the imbalance settlement and islanding
occurrence is carried out every 15-min. The cost functions of the microgrid in Equations (4)–(9) were
formulated by taking the values given in [14] as follows:

Gi(Pint
i ) = 48.425 · Pint

i for 10 ≤ Pint
i ≤ 40 (27)

Mi(Pext
i ) = λE

i · Pext
i for 10 ≤ Pext

i ≤ 50 (28)

RGi(BDi) = λBD
i · BDi + ∑

j
PGij

(
λPG

i

)
(29)

LSi(PLS
i ) = 3000 · PLS

i for 0 ≤ PLS
i ≤ Pint

i + Pext
i (30)

RIi = 30 (31)

where Pint
i represents either PG,int

i or PI,int
i , depending on the corresponding operating mode, and λE

i
and λBD

i are the hourly prices of the energy and reserve band market, respectively. It was assumed
that λE

i and λBD
i have the same value and that the MGO is a price taker. These assumptions were made

to exclude complex market phenomena, e.g., gaming in joint energy and reserve markets [28], and to
focus on the MGO’s reserve bidding strategy with respect to the islanding risk. Day-ahead locational
marginal prices from Pennsylvania–New Jersey–Maryland Interconnection LLC (PJM) on 20 August
2015 [29] were used for λE

i and λBD
i . The penalty cost function given by Equation (6) was utilized and

the penalty price λPG
i was set to 125% of λE

i . The forecasted demand of the microgrid was determined
based on the day-ahead market demand from PJM on the same day and scaled with a maximum of
50 MW. A normal Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of σij was used as the
uncertainty model of the demand in Equation (10). The standard deviation σij was randomly selected
in the range of 5%–20% of the forecasted demand. The sigmoid-shaped function in Equation (12) was
used for the microgrid islanding model. The coefficients in Equation (12) were determined to result in
an islanding probability of 50% when each MGO violates the band contract by twice as much as the
contracted capacity, expressed as follows:
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gij = 0.01 + 0.99 ·
[
1 + e−10·(|∆ij |−2·BDi)

]−1
(32)

For the reconnection model, the probability step function in Equation (21) with Nα = 3 was
assumed. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed method, three reserve bidding methods were
studied and compared: Method I, in which the reserve band is 20% of the demand in each stage;
Method II, proposed in [14]; and Method III, proposed in this paper. The values for all of the market
and grid conditions are given in Table 1. All the simulations were performed with MATLAB R2016a
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA, and the optimization problems were solved by the pattern search
algorithm [30].

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6

Forecasted demand [MW] 35.68 33.59 32.50 31.70 32.00 33.31
Standard deviation [MW] 3.61 4.63 2.72 5.16 2.82 4.19

Market price [$/MWh] 22.99 21.80 19.52 18.23 18.49 21.60

Stage 7 8 9 10 11 12

Forecasted demand [MW] 36.09 38.71 41.03 43.10 45.40 47.00
Standard deviation [MW] 5.59 7.11 7.95 5.69 3.21 3.40

Market price [$/MWh] 23.48 24.23 25.60 27.89 31.79 32.16

Stage 13 14 15 16 17 18

Forecasted demand [MW] 48.33 49.31 49.57 49.90 50.00 49.48
Standard deviation [MW] 4.28 8.68 4.37 8.59 4.33 9.37

Market price [$/MWh] 33.16 36.15 37.57 37.75 36.37 34.63

Stage 19 20 21 22 23 24

Forecasted demand [MW] 47.78 46.29 46.23 44.83 40.63 37.15
Standard deviation [MW] 4.90 3.68 4.05 6.38 4.92 3.82

Market price [$/MWh] 31.85 30.73 31.16 28.36 24.42 23.69

5.2. Simulation Results: Cost Analysis

The simulated daily operating cost of each case is shown below, and the corresponding reserve
band capacity and calculated MIP for each stage are listed in Table 2.

Method I: $81,511
Method II: $68,950
Method III: $64,582

Table 2. Optimal band capacity and MIP values for the three cases.

Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6

Band_Capacity [MW]
Method I 7.136 6.718 6.500 6.340 6.400 6.662
Method II 8.468 11.497 7.157 11.015 7.522 11.315
Method III 5.381 6.781 4.280 7.630 4.412 6.131

MIP [N/A]
Method I 0.025 0.072 0.090 0.115 0.128 0.099
Method II 0.025 0.063 0.077 0.079 0.079 0.079
Method III 0.032 0.082 0.097 0.097 0.096 0.097

Stage 7 8 9 10 11 12

Band Capacity [MW]
Method I 7.218 7.742 8.206 8.620 9.080 9.400
Method II 11.625 21.218 25.610 20.891 12.376 11.942
Method III 8.541 11.915 14.145 10.726 6.367 6.784

MIP [N/A]
Method I 0.108 0.177 0.263 0.235 0.132 0.086
Method II 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.078 0.078 0.078
Method III 0.098 0.093 0.085 0.081 0.080 0.079
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Table 2. Cont.

Stage 13 14 15 16 17 18

Band Capacity [MW]
Method I 9.666 9.862 9.914 9.980 10.000 9.896
Method II 16.479 30.497 15.535 28.224 16.400 31.827
Method III 8.449 16.283 8.582 16.106 8.493 17.325

MIP [N/A]
Method I 0.077 0.130 0.158 0.151 0.150 0.177
Method II 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078
Method III 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.079 0.080

Stage 19 20 21 22 23 24

Band Capacity [MW]
Method I 9.556 9.258 9.246 8.966 8.126 7.430
Method II 17.528 14.186 15.089 22.687 12.726 7.660
Method III 9.427 7.177 7.700 11.080 7.555 4.914

MIP [N/A]
Method I 0.196 0.119 0.084 0.089 0.098 0.088
Method II 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.078 0.079
Method III 0.080 0.079 0.079 0.080 0.085 0.109

The operating cost for the proposed method (Method III) is 20.77% less than that of Method I and
6.34% less than that of Method II. In Method I, the MGO prepared a reserve band proportional to its
demand using a constant ratio and did not consider any other market or grid conditions. Therefore,
the prepared reserve band is inefficient when the occurrence of an expensive islanding event is
dependent on the market and grid conditions. In other words, the MGO sometimes pays too much in
hedging the risk of island operation, and sometimes the MGO takes too much risk of island operation.
In contrast, with Methods II and III, the MGO predicts the island operation based on the uncertainty
modeling and determines the reserve band based on the market condition. Therefore, these two
methods yield relatively small MIP values for the MGO and better performance, in terms of operating
cost, than Method I.

However, as mentioned in Section IV, there is a large difference between Methods II and III in
terms of the islanding model. Method III models microgrid islanding as a stochastic event that is
dependent on the grid conditions, whereas Method II models it with a simple rule in the market.
Given that the imbalance generated by a microgrid generally does not have a large effect on the main
grid when the system is stable, Method II tends to overstate the risk of island operation. As a result,
the operating costs associated with Method III are smaller than the operating costs associated with
Method II, and the MIP values during 24 stages by Method III are always larger with Method III
than with Method II. Specifically, Method III reduces the band purchase cost by $5,206 compared to
Method II, while the larger MIP values of Method III only increase the expected islanded operating
cost by $214 compared to Method II.

5.3. Simulation Results: Sensitivity Analysis

To investigate the effect of the grid condition on the MGO’s reserve bidding strategy,
the simulation results were examined by varying the values of two of the coefficients, b and C,
in Equation (12), as well as the penalty price λPG

i . The results of these simulations provide indirect
insight into how an MGO can cope with changes in the system operating conditions, such as the
ISO’s frequency regulation policy (b and λPG

i ) and the probability of a line fault that trips the circuit
breaker between the microgrid and the main grid (C). To clarify the relationship between the MGO’s
reserve bidding and each parameter, the following simulations were performed only for the 1st stage
in Table 1.

The coefficient b, which is related to the increasing speed of islanding probability when the amount
of the MGO’s contract violation increases, was varied from 1.5 (fast increase) to 10 (slow increase).
The other coefficients a and C were fixed as in Equation (29), and the penalty price was fixed at 125%
of λE

i . Table 3 shows the optimal reserve band capacities and corresponding MIPs and operating costs.
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The results show that MGO’s reserve bidding is highly sensitive to the change of b. Specifically, the
MGO decreases the purchase amount of the reserve band as the value of b increases. The reason for
this is that an increase in b enables the MGO to have the same occurrence probability of an islanding
event with the reduced reserve band. For example, the expected value of the islanded operating cost
decreases by 47.1% when b changes from 2 to 10, as shown in Table 3, even though the MGO decreases
the amount of band purchase by 70%.

Table 3. Optimal reserve band capacities, MIPs, and operating costs according to islanding
policy changes.

b 1.5 2.0 5.0 10.0

BD∗ [MW] 5.932 4.691 2.226 1.406
MIP [N/A] 0.058 0.047 0.030 0.025

CTOT [$] 1244 1211 1151 1140
k1 · CI1 [$] 103 85 53 45

(1− k1) · CG1 [$] 1141 1126 1098 1095

On the other hand, the MGO’s reserve bidding is conditionally sensitive to changes in λPG
i .

As Table 4 shows, the amount of reserve band purchased by the MGO is proportional to the value of
λPG

i , especially when b has a large value. This is related to the proportion of the imbalance penalty
cost to the total operating cost. In other words, if the value of b is large, the MGO can easily hedge the
islanding risk and maintain its grid connection with a smaller reserve band, but it will have to pay a
considerable penalty cost for the band contract violation. Therefore, the influence of the imbalance
penalty cost on the MGO’s reserve bidding strategy is larger in this case. In contrast, because a small
value of b compels the MGO to prepare a large reserve band, the chance that the MGO violates its
band contract decreases.

Table 4. Optimal reserve band capacities according to penalty price and islanding policy changes.

λPG
i [×λE

i ] 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00

b

1.5 5.932 5.932 5.932 5.932
2.0 4.690 4.691 4.692 4.693
5.0 2.207 2.226 2.246 2.286

10.0 1.321 1.406 1.516 1.745

Next, the value of the coefficient C was varied from 0 to 0.5. Table 5 shows the specific values
of C and the corresponding results for the optimal reserve band capacity, MIP, and operating cost.
As Table 5 shows, the MGO slightly decreases the purchase amount of the reserve band as C increases.
This reserve bidding strategy may seem to be irrational because a large C increases the values of MIP
and CTOT. However, this is a reasonable decision, considering that an islanding event caused by C is
irrelevant to the amount of the MGO’s band contract, according to Rule III. In other words, the MGO
increasingly regards islanding as an inevitable event as C increases because the portion of islanding
risk that the MGO can manage with its reserve band decreases. In the extreme case, the optimal reserve
band capacity is 0 when C = 1. However, it has been verified that the influence of C on an MGO’s
operation strategy is negligible in the region of realistic values (approximately 1%) [31].

Table 5. Optimal reserve band capacities, MIPs, and operating costs according to fault
probability changes.

C 0 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.50

BD∗ [MW] 4.695 4.691 4.679 4.661 4.464
MIP [N/A] 0.023 0.047 0.139 0.244 0.771

CTOT [$] 1196 1211 1267 1330 1648
k1 · CI1 [$] 41 85 249 436 1378

(1− k1) · CG1 [$] 1155 1126 1018 894 270
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6. Conclusions

We have described a method for analyzing the risk of microgrid island operation and determining
an MGO’s optimal reserve band, based on the MIP analysis approach described in [14]. After examining
the occurrence conditions for an islanding event in a real grid, microgrid islanding rules that interpret
islanding as a trade suspension and define the indemnification in terms of a market contract were
established. To reflect the uncertainty associated with the main grid in the islanding model, an islanding
probability function in the form of a conditional probability was defined and was applied to the MIP
analysis process. The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified by a numerical comparison
with the constant ratio reserve method and the method presented in [14]. In addition, a numerical
sensitivity analysis of possible uncertainties in the system operating conditions was conducted.
The simulation results suggest that an MGO’s reserve bidding under PXFC market conditions is
highly dependent on the ISO’s frequency regulation policy.

Using the proposed method, an MGO can develop a stochastic islanding model and establish
its optimal reserve bidding strategy based on both market condition and the conditions outside the
grid. However, further research on practical gij modeling needs to be independently conducted to
evaluate the islanding risk accurately. For this purpose, an investigation into the composition of the
ISO’s reserve generation or the ISO’s load shedding scheme may be necessary.
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Nomenclature

αi Success probability of the reconnection attempt in the islanded mode during the ith stage.
∆ij Uncertainty of Di during the jth step of the ith stage.

λE
i Energy market price during the ith stage.

λBD
i Band market price during the ith stage.

λPG
i Penalty price for a band contract violation during the ith stage.

BDi Requested reserve band capacity during the ith stage.
CTOT Expected value of total operating cost.
CGi Grid-connected operating cost during the ith stage.
CIi Islanded operating cost during the ith stage.
Di Forecasted internal demand during the ith stage.
EIi Energy supply cost in the islanded mode during the ith stage.
EGi Energy supply cost in the grid-connected mode during the ith stage.
f∆ij Probability density function of ∆ij.
Gi Internal generation cost during the ith stage.
ki Microgrid Islanding Probability during the ith stage.
LSi Load shedding cost in the islanded mode during the ith stage.
Mi Power import/export cost/benefit during the ith stage.
Nstg Number of time stages in a day. A stage is a time unit of bidding in the electricity market.

Nstp
Number of time steps in a stage. A step is a time unit used in imposing imbalance penalty
costs and triggering islanding events.

PG,int
i Internally generated power in the grid-connected mode during the ith stage.

PI,int
i Internally generated power in the islanded mode during the ith stage.
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Pext
i

Imported/exported power from/to the main grid through the energy market during the
ith stage.

PLS
i Load shedding quantity during the ith stage.

PGij Penalty cost for a reserve band contract violation during the jth step of the ith stage.
RIi Reconnection cost in the islanded mode during the ith stage.
RGi Reserve supply cost in the grid-connected mode during the ith stage.
Xi,0+ Islanding state at the beginning of the ith stage.
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